
Tenses in Arabic 

 1.The Present Simple  

       The present simple tense expresses facts , habitual or repeated actions . It can be 

formed in Arabic by explicit simple VPs(e.g., yaktub (write) , yanaam (sleep) , yuhib (like) ) or 

by nonverbal dynamic forms implying actions such as ismu l faa'il (present participle) , ismu l 

maf'uul (past participle) , seeghatu l mubaalagha (exaggeration form) .Consider the 

following examples: 

                                       .yu'rafu l mujrimuun biseemaahum.1(14ُ)اؾرَّْحَؿنك﴾ِبِدقَؿاُفْمككاِؾُؿْجِرُؿوَنكُقْعَرُفك﴿

ك       

The Mujrimun will be known by their marks.)) 

 laayuhibbu allaahu l.2     ككككككككككككككككك(ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك411)اؾـداءكك﴾ِباؾدُّوِءككاِؾَجْكَركاؾؾَُّهكُقِحبُّكَؾا  ﴿ 

jahra  

(Allah does not like that the evil should be uttered.) 

3. A:khaalidun fa'aalun li l kheir.                       (Khalid is a doer of good deeds.) 

B: yaf'alu khaalidun l kheir.                                        (Khalid does good deeds.)ك       

4. A: aliyun muhibbun li watanih.                             (Ali is a lover of his country.)ك

B:yuhibu aliyun watanah.                                                (Ali loves his country.)كك       ك

The finite VPs in 1 and 2 are represented by explicit verbs (yu'raf and yuhib) both of them 

are in the present simple tense because they express facts. However, they differ in voice 

since the first is passive while the second is active . Either for the finite  VPs in 3 and 4 , they 

are represented by nonverbal forms (exaggeration and participle forms respectively) and 

both of them denote facts. The linguistic context shows that the nonverbal forms imply 

verbal meanings. This is consolidated by the fact that they also have subjects and objects 

just like real verbs and that they can be replaced by explicit verbs as in 3B and 4B 

respectively. When derived from transitive verbs , the dynamic derived forms require that 

their objects be introduced by the preposition li .ك

2.1.2. The Present Continuous 

        The present continuous tense expresses an action that is currently in progress. In Arabic 

, the present continuous can also be represented by both verbal and nonverbal 

constructions. As for verbal constructions, the same verbal form used to express the present 

simple tense can also be used to express the present continuous and the only distinction 

between the two tenses could be through the context and the accompanying adverbs of 

time. Thus , the adverbs al'aan(now) and fee haathihi  l lahdha(at this moment) ,for 

instance, are used with the present continuous while such adverb as kulla yaum (every 

day)and ghaaliban(usually) are used with the present simple. Compare: 

5.A: yaktubu zeidun taqreeran kulla yaum.     (Zeid writes a report everyday.) 



      B: yaktubu zeidun taqreeran al'aan.                      (Zeid writes a report now.)  

            Nonverbal dynamic forms rhyming faa'il such as jaalis (sitting) , waaqif (standing) , 

naa'im (sleeping) ,etc. can also be used to express the present continuous. However , a 

distinction should be made between dynamic forms that denote vocation or refer to the 

performer of the action and those that denote the action itself especially if the same form is 

used to denote both. Thus , the form kaatib, for example, can be used to denote both the 

performer of the action and the action itself. The linguistic context can be relied on in 

distinguishing between the two uses . Besides , a distinction should also be made between 

dynamic forms that indicate the present continuous and those that denote future especially 

if the same form is used to denote both , and here also the context and the accompanying 

adverbs (if any) are  distinctive factors in differentiating between the two propositions. 

Compare:ك

 6.A:ana thaahibun ila l madrasati al'aan.(I am going to school now.)                      ك

B: ana thaahibun ila l madrasati ghadan. (I am going to school tomorrow.)ك           ك

2.1.3. The Past Simple ك

       The past simple tense is used to express actions that took place and finished  or actions 

that were habitual in the past. It can be represented by using past verbs whether in active or 

passive voice . Though optional , using adverbs of time indicating past time such as  

albaariha (yesterday) , alshahru l maadhi (last month) ,etc. supports this view.  In 5 and 6 

below , the past simple tense is represented by using past VPs in active and passive voice 

respectively: 

ك                              .fakharaja ala qaumihi mina l mihraab.7(ك44ك)َؿرقمك﴾كاِؾِؿْحَراِبكِؿَنكَؼْوِؿِهكَعَؾىكَػَخَرَج ﴿

Then he came out to his people from the Mihrab.)) 

   (. (The Romans have been defeated8(ك2)اؾرومككك﴾اؾرُّوُمكُغِؾَبِتك﴿كككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك.ghulbati l ruum.   

The past simple tense can also be represented in Arabic by the nonverbal form faa'il 

(e.g.faatir(creator) , qaatil(killer) ,etc.) which indicates past actions as in the following 

example: 

ك.alhamdu lillaahi faatiri l samawaati walardh.9 9ك(كككككككككككككككك4)ػاِطرك﴾ َواِؾَمْرِضكاؾدََّؿاَواِتكَػاِطِركِؾؾَِّهكاِؾَحْؿُد ﴿

(All the praises and thanks be to Allah the Originator of the heavens and the earth.)   

     Besides , the past simple tense can also be represented by using KAANA (was) and its 

group (amsa , saara , asbaha) followed by stative comments( nominal , adjectival or 

adverbial) but not verbal ones ; otherwise , the resulting tense would be the past continuous 

.Consider the following examples: 

َّاُسكَؽاَنك﴿  .kaana l naasu ummatan wahida .10ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك(كككك242كأؾَبَقَرة)كك﴾َدّةكَواِحكُأؿَّّةكاؾ

(Mankind were one community.) 



 wa'asbaha fu'aadu ummi muusa.11  44(كككككككككككككككككككككك44كأؾَقصص)ك﴾َػاِرّغاككُؿوَدىكُأملكُػَؤاُدكَوَأْصَبَحك﴿كك

faarighan.ك

(And the heart of the mother of Musa became empty.) 

In each of 10 and 11above , the comments (khabar) of KAANA and its sisters asbaha and 

amsa (ummatan waahida and faarighan respectively) are nonverbal stative forms; 

therefore, the resulting tense is the present simple. In both examples, the finite VPs indicate 

past states. 

2.1.4. The Past Continuous 

      The past continuous tense is used to express an action that continued for a period of 

time and finished in the past and the complex VP used to represent this tense in Arabic is 

composed of KAANA whose comment is verbal and not nominal , adjectival or adverbial. 

Consider the following examples: 

ـُوا ﴿   ـَاكَوَؽا  wakaanu bi'aayaatina.12   كككككك (ككك41)ػصؾتك﴾َقْجَحُدوَنككِبَلَقاِت

yajhaduun.     (And they used to deny our Ayat.) ك

ك   .wakaana ya'muru ahlahu bilsalaati walzakaat.13  كككك(11)ؿرقمك﴾َواؾزََّؽاِةككِباؾصََّؾاِةكَأْفَؾُهكَقِمُؿُركَوَؽاَن ﴿ 

(And he used to enjoin on his family and his people As-Salat and the zakat.)ك

     The past continuous in Arabic can be joined with the past simple by means of such 

subordinators as bainama and heenama to indicate that the first event (the past continuous) 

was in progress when the second one (the past simple) took place as in the following 

example:ك

   14.bainama kuntu mashiyan jaa'a ahmed.   (While I was walking, Ahmed came.)ك

        Further, the past continuous can be negated by using ma or lam before KAANA. 

However, if lam is used KAANA should be changed into its present form and if ma is used 

KAANA remains in its past form. To maintain concord with the subject, KAANA changes its 

form according to whether the subject is masculine or feminine, singular, dual or plural as in 

the following pair of examples: 

ـَِتكَوَؿا ﴿ك     .15wama kunta thawiyan fee ahli madyan  ك(ككككككككككككككككككككككككك11)اؾقصصك﴾َقَنَؿْدكَأْفِلكِػيكَثاِوّقاكُؽ

     

(And you were not a dweller among the people of Madyan.)ك

.    16wabada lahum min allaahi malam yakuunu yahtasibuun. 

ـُواكَؾْمكَؿاكاؾؾَِّهكِؿَنكَؾُكْمكَوَبَدا ﴿ك  ك(14)اؾزؿرك﴾َقْحَتِدُبوَنكَقُؽو

(and there will become apparent to them from Allah what they had not been reckoning.) 

In which KAANA and the subsequent dynamic forms  constitute complex VPs that indicate 

actions that were progressive in the past despite that the dynamic form in 15 is a present 

participle form (thawiyan)and in 16 it is an explicit present verb (yahtasibuun).ك



2.1.5. The Futureك

        The future tense is used to express an action that will take place in the future and the 

complex VP used to denote future is composed of saufa or sa followed by the base form of 

the verb. Besides, a group of time adverbials denoting futurity can also be used typically at 

the end of sentences to indicate the time at which the action will occur. Consider the 

following examples: 

ـِقَنكاؾؾَُّهكُقْؤِتكودوفك﴿  ـِداء)كك﴾ َعِظقّؿاكَأْجّراكاِؾُؿْؤِؿ      17wasaufa yu'ti illaahu l mu'mineena ajran  .411أؾ

( adheema.                                                 (And Allah will grant the believers a great reward.) ك

ـَُعذلُبُكْمك﴿  )                                                        .18sanu'athibahum marratein   .404أؾَتوبة)ِ﴾َؿرََّتْقنككَد

(We shall punish them twice.) 

      The future tense can also be denoted by the present form of the verb and also by 

nonverbal dynamic simple VPs used to denote  future actions such as thaahib,musaafir , 

muqeem , etc. especially if  the form ends with the nunation dhamma diacritic and if an 

adverb of time denoting futurity is used. Consider the following examples: 

ِّي ﴿كك  .19inni faa'ilun thaalika ghadan   .ك(ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك22)أؾَؽْكفك﴾َغّداككَذِؾَككَػاِعٌلكِإ

  

(I shall do such and such thing tomorrow.) 

ِّيك﴿  20inni jaa'ilun fi l ardhi   .ككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككككك(كك20كأؾَبَقرة)ك﴾َخِؾقَفّةكاِؾَمْرِضكِػيكَجاِعٌلكِإ

khaleefa.    

(verily, I am going to place (mankind) generations after generations on earth.)         

ِّيك﴿ ـَْؿل)ٍ﴾ِبَكِدقَّةكِإَؾْقِكْمكُؿْرِدَؾْةكَوِإ                               . 21wainni mursilatun ileihim bihadiyya   .  (21كأؾ

ك   

(I am going to send him a present.) 

 


